Folktales and Myths
Sources and Theories

The Folktale
• Giovanni Francesco Straparola: Le piacevoli notte
(1550)
• Giambattista Basile : Il Pentamerone (1634-36)
• Charles Perrault : Histoires ou contes du temps
passé (1697)
• Jean de Mailly: Les illustres fee (1698)
• Antoine Galland: 1001 Nights (1710)

The Folktale: German
• J.G. Herder: Stimmen der Volker (1778): Völkseele
• Brentano: Des Knabens Wunderhorn (1805): Völkslieder
• Goethe: “Erlkonig” (1775), Faust (1808)
• Grimms: Kinder und Hausmärchen (1812-15)
• Friedmund von Arnim: Hundert Neue Märchen (1844)
• E.T.A. Hoffman (1814-21): Kunstmärchen (“Nutcracker,”
“Mines of Falun,” “Tales of Hoffman” (Offenbach)

Folktale: English, American, Russian
• Wordsworth and Coleridge: Lyrical Ballads (1798/1800).
“Rime of the Ancient Mariner”
• John Keats: “La Belle Dame sans Merci” (1818)
• Robert Browning (1812-89): “The Pied Piper”
• Christina Rossetti, “Goblin Market” (1859/1862)
• Washington Irving (1783-1859): “Rip Van Winkle,”
“Legend of Sleepy Hollow”
• Nathaniel Hawthorne: Young Goodman Brown” (1835)
• H.C. Andersen: Tales and Stories (1835)
• Alexander Afanasev: Russian Folktales (1855-64)

Theories 19th c.
• Adalbert Kuhn: thunder mythology
• Wilhelm Schwartz: “lower mythology” of “popular” belief
the source of myth (inverse of the Grimms Brothers):
• Wilhelm Mannhardt: fertility spirits of field and forest:
Frazer Spirits of the Corn, Attis, Adonis, Osiris
• Theodor Benfey: Panchatantra (1859): Hindu, Latin,
Hebrew, Arabic
• J.J. Bachofen: Das Mutterrecht (1861): Matriarchal symbols
• Max Muller: Comparative Mythology (1856): solar myths

Theories 19th c.
Müller the most important nature mythologist: dawn
replaces thunder
Sensual, visual, imaginative language of myth
“Disease of language” resulting from “polynomy” (one
attribute with many names) and “synonomy” (one adjective,
many nouns)
“Nomina” (mere names) replace “Numina” (divine powers)
Adolph Bastian: “Elementargedanken” and
“Völkergedanken”

Friedrich Creuzer (1771-1858)
• Symbolism and Mythology of Ancient Peoples (1810)
• Heidelberg Professor of Philology for 50 years
• Romantic conception of myth as filled with esoteric
religious symbolism and pure spirituality (India as source)
• Mysteries preserved teachings of the symbols and myths
(Orphic, Eleusinian, Samothracean, Pythagorean,
Neoplatonic, Dionysian)
• Symbols are the first emanation of Divine, myth the
narrative
• Union of divine and human, spirit and matter, infinite and
finite
• “Figurative representation” (Ikonismus) and “theomyths”
communicate esoteric wisdom of the “oldest people”
• Early source for Jung’s knowledge of myth

Theories 20th c.
• Vladimir Propp: Morphology of the Folktale (1928):
• Stith Thompson: Motif Index (1955)
• Marie-Louise von Franz: Fairy Tales (1970): Jungian
• Bruno Bettelheim: Uses of Enchantment (1976): Freudian
• Jack Zipes: Breaking the Spell (1979): Speciation,
Equilibrium
• Levi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology (1973); Tristes
Topiques (1955)

Frazer: “The Fall of Man” (Dundes)
Genesis: two trees, snake’s “perverted message” and the
cast off skin (crab, snake, others get immortality instead)
Moon sends hare, dog, or two messengers (tortoise/hare,
sheep/goat, frog/dog) who are either dilatory or mix
message
Loss of immortality when old women bathe to cast off skin
which they forget to put on and child doesn’t recognize
them as young
Hence, folkloric source of the “Fall of Man” in Genesis
See also “Attis, Osiris, Adonis” chapter from Golden Bough

C.G. Jung: “Child Archetype”
From Essays on a Science of Mythology with Karl Kerényi
Precursors: Adolph Bastian, Der Mensch in der Geschichte
(1860); Wundt, Völkerpsychologie; Carus, Psyche (1846)
Psychopathology depends upon “dark side” of psyche, the
unconscious
Dreams find parallels in mythological association of ideas,
and manifest “typical mythologems” unknown to the
individual, “autochthonous revivals” independent of
tradition
Hence, “myth forming structural elements present in the
unconscious psyche”

Jung: Child Archetype
Mythological components are “motifs,” “primordial
images,” “types,” i.e., “archetypes”
Archetypes describe how psyche experiences physical facts
Original revelations of the pre-conscious psyche,
involuntary statements about unconscious psychic
happenings
Religion a vital link with psychic processes independent of
and beyond consciousness, in the dark hinterland of the
psyche

Jung: Child Archetype
Fantasy images as self-portraits of what is going on in the
unconscious, both personal and collective
Archetypes are inherited, resemble myths, and are catalyzed
by Janet’s “abaissement du niveau mental”
Manifest processes in collective unconscious; do not refer to
anything that is or has been conscious, but to something
essentially unconscious
Every interpretation an “as-if” circumscribing an “ultimate
core of meaning” that is essentially unknown

Jung: Child Archetype
Myth no longer solar/lunar, paternal/maternal, fire/water;
rather, an approximate description of an unconscious core of
meaning, which was never, and never will be, conscious
Archetypes cause mental disorders when neglected or
abused
Express themselves in metaphors (Hillman’s “poetic basis
of mind”): lion, king, gold, dragon are similes that express
an unknown in more or less adequate fashion
Cutting loose from archetypal foundations produces a
“rootless consciousness” and collective disorientation
(Mann again)

Jung: Child Archetype
Each age must find new interpretations to maintain
connection
Child god as prophet, savior, first born of new generation
represents this process of personal and collective renewal
St. Christopher’s Jesus “smaller than small and bigger than
big”; dwarves, elves, homunculi and metal men of alchemy
and mines; Radiant Boy on Roman ruins, Mercurius, Nazi
Youth
Puer aeternai, spontaneous irruptions of the unconscious,
most visible in the individuation process catalyzed by
analysis and active imagination

Jung: Child Archetype
Child motif variable: jewel, pearl, flower, chalice, golden
egg and ball, quaternity
Best interpretations more or less successful translation of
the archetype into another metaphorical language
Dream the myth onwards and give it modern dress (Eliot),
and establish adequate and meaningful connection without
impairing the functional significance of the archetype
Re-ligio: rituals bring child archetype repeatedly to mind
and maintain link with the original condition

Von Franz Chapter 1: Theories
• Jungian: fairy tales direct expression of archetypes of the
collective unconscious
• Grimms: vestiges of archaic Teutonic myth
• Symbolic school: Görres, Creuzer
• Historic school: Benfey (India); Jensen et.al. (Babylonian)
• Nature school: Müller (sun), Kuhn (thunder), Ehrenreich
(moon), dawn (Stucken, Gubernatis), vegetation (Mannhardt)
• Dream school: Laistner, Karl van der Steinen
• Bastian: Elementargedanken and Völkergedanken
• Literary school: tale, myth, legend, saga, etc.
• Myth school: Eliade, Fromm, Graves, Campbell

Von Franz Chapter 2: Fairy Tales and Myths
• Fairy Tale to Myth vs. Myth to Fairy Tale
• E. Schwyzer on Hercules, Martin Nillson on The
Odyssey and Minoan roots
• Example of Sinbad
• Lord and Parry: Singer of Tales (oral formulaic)
• Religious myths (Christ and archetypal symbols of
the Self)
• Ritual theory (Tyler, Primitive Culture) with
examples of Black Elk and Eagle Festival

Von Franz Theories: Tree Complex
• Tree complex: sun, moon, father, mother, life, death,
bird, bull, ancestor
• Shamans buried in trees
• Babylonian ziggurats
• Yggdrasil and Urd well
• Babylonian seals: tree and well
• Aztec and Mayan hieroglyphs; Black Elk
• Miraculous conception and birth: Leto, Maya,
“Cherry Tree Carol”
• Max Lüthi: hero an archetypal abstract from saga

Von Franz Chapter 3: Method of Interpretation
• Dream and fairy tale its own best interpretation
• Interpretation an art, craft, a rubbing of the churinga
stone to bring strength and meaning
• Aristotle’s complex action:
• Exposition: Dramatis personae, problem, question,
number, gender, first symbol (amplification),
context (association)
• Rising action: Dialogues, Incremental repetition
• Climax, point of highest tension (Anagnoresis)
• Lysis: conclusion, resolution (Peripeteia)

Claude Lévi-Strauss: “Asdiwal”
Structural Anthropology (1973); Tristes Topiques (1955)
Two types of structuralism: sequential narrative (Propp),
binary oppositions (Lévi-Strauss)
Asdiwal from Tsimshian Indians of Pacific Northwest,
collected by Franz Boas (1895f.): basins of Nass and
Skeena Rivers
Hunting, gathering, river fishing in seasonal cycles of feast
and famine

“Asdiwal”
Mother and daughter meet halfway on frozen river after
husbands starve to death
Hatsenas (Bird Messenger) marries daughter, fathers
Asdiwal, invests him with magical objects to ensure success
in hunt
Return to mother’s native village and white she-bear leads
Aswidal up ladder to her Father (and his) the Sun, who tests
him
Marries Evening Star (daughter of the Sun—hence his
sister) and returns to his village with baskets of
inexhaustible food
Deceives her and she kills him with a look while ascending
ladder; resurrected by Father, returns to earth leaving her

“Asdiwal”
Marries chief’s daughter and humiliates 4 brothers-in-law
during hunt, and then they abandon him and take their sister
Picked up by 4 brothers, marries sister, returns to her home
rich and famous and fathers a son
Abandoned on wave-swept reef by the brothers after salmon
fishing, survives with help of Hatsena (Father in form of
Bird)
Mouse awakens him and takes him down to subterranean
domain of the sea lions, whom he heals by removing arrows
Returns to land in canoe (chief’s stomach) to faithful wife
who helps him fashion killer whales who shipwreck
brothers

“Asdiwal”
Returns to first home in Skeena valley, leaving wife, and
reunited with his son (Campbell’s Hero Journey)
Forgets snowshoes, lost during hunt, turned into the stone of
the mountain by the lake
Essential points of story’s structure (geographic, economic,
social, cosmological) focusing on oppositions (cardinal
points, matrilocal vs. patrilocal residence, hunting vs.
fishing, heaven and subterranean worlds)
Hero Journey Cycle: Skeena (born after reunion of mother
and daughter) and back (reunion of father and son)

“Asdiwal”
Binary oppositions in adventures in between departure and
“maximal separation” on the western islands:
Heaven and earth in beginning;
Mountain hunting vs. sea fishing;
Earth and subterranean domains;
East-west, north-south;
Matrilocal vs. patrilocal residences
These form the “codes” or schemata that organize the
“structure” of the story’s “message”

Sándor Erdész: Lajos Ámi
Son of gypsy smith (Eliade), stepfather bricklayer,
apprentice to fire stoker—all male sources of the tales
Mythologems and world view: Glass Mountain, Sky High
Tree, Waters Above and Below, Multilayered Universe
Myths of the Nekyia and Celestial Ascent
Underworld reached by “Hole in the World” in Russia:
there a ladder Dragon had kicked off after abducting King’s
Daughter
Peter Húzom pulls up tree with roots 10,000 kilos deep:
2000 below Hole in the World Highwayman Cave of a Tom
Thumb

Sándor Erdész: Lajos Ámi
“Magicians Who Were Never Afraid”: one-headed dragon
down to bottom of well where he left 365 heads and the
princesses, countesses, baronesses he abducted, now lifted
up
Door symbolism in Fall of Adam and Eve from Heaven
(Iroquois)
Doors below: Hole of the World, Smokehouse of the Earth,
hole in middle of iron plate the shamans wear
Three-fold or multilayered world of Shamanism: for A.
Ipolyi 7: copper-silver-gold forests; underground palaces of
dragons; Hell and devils; fairies; homeland of sisters-in-law
(Sun, Moon, Wind)

Sándor Erdész: Lajos Ámi
Glass Mountain at edge of world associated with Kaf
Hero in search of golden bird who rejuvenates meets old
beggar at its foot (Old Rinkrank in Grimms)
Celestial Ascent: Sky High Tree that reaches or goes
beyond the firmament into upper regions
Like a tent supported by a pole shaman can climb
Door at pinnacle of the sky between Vienna and Buda
Gate of the Sky where old man sits
Door in trunk of Sky High Tree
Chimney through which shamans fly

